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It began production of its vehicles in , and began winding down operations in January Its parent
company, Polaris Industries , created Victory following the modern success of Harley-Davidson.
Victory's motorcycles were designed to compete directly with Harley-Davidson and similar
American-style motorcycle brands, with V-twin engines and touring , sport-touring , and cruiser
configurations. The first Victory, the V92C, was announced in and began selling in Victory was
profitable for a number of years beginning in but failed to turn a profit three of its last five years.
Polaris also manufactures ATVs , side-by-side off-road vehicles, electric vehicles and, until ,
personal watercraft. Seeking to diversify its product line, and observing the sales enjoyed by
Harley-Davidson and similar manufacturers, the company decided to produce a large
motorcycle built entirely in the United States. Victory vehicles follow the traditional American
style of a heavier motorcycle that increasingly became associated with the Harley-Davidson
brand in economically advanced nations after the Second World War, rather than more modern
racing-inspired designs. Polaris began its research and development of manufacturing a
motorcycle in the early s. They completed extensive research that included testing numerous
different makes and models of motorcycles. This research provided them with guidance ranging
from comfort to braking ability, which became the framework to design a motorcycle that
combined the best of each research criteria. Polaris was on a mission to create an
American-made, cruiser-style motorcycle. Victory's debut cruiser model, V92C, had a 92
cubic-inch 1, cc counterbalanced, fuel-injected V-twin motor. In its debut in , the V92C became
the largest displacement engine offered in the cruiser market. The new Victory motorcycle was
unique in its appearance. The fenders and tank profile mimicked the retro-look of sweeping
lines from s-era cars. In , Polaris engaged in a major expansion of production and marketing of
the motorcycle. In Polaris bought the Indian Motorcycle brand. Production began starting on 4
July for the model that was the first official model year. Victory engines debuted with five-speed
transmissions later six , single overhead cams, dual connecting rods, hydraulic lifters, and fuel
injection; most fuel-injection components are standard GM parts. The V92C engine was
designed to be easily tuned by the owner. This is intended to minimize risk of low-oil damage,
but also makes it dimensionally larger than other motorcycle engines, such as Harley-Davidson,
which carry the oil in an external tank. The Victory engine is air-cooled, and also circulates
crankcase oil through a cooler mounted between the front frame downtubes. A section of the
rear swingarm can be removed to change the drive belt or the rear wheel. The motorcycle's
designers had approached several European manufacturers, particularly Cosworth , about
designing and producing the engine, but ultimately decided to design and build it in Osceola,
Wisconsin. Several variations on engine-frame geometry were tried until the best configuration
was found, with the crankshaft geometrically aligned with the axles, a concept that had been
standard practice for the past years. In , the Freedom Engine was introduced. It had the same
dimensions as the old engine but higher power output, and with rounded cylinders and smaller
oil cooler it was much more attractive visually. The V92C became known as the Classic Cruiser,
and was phased out of the model lineup after the model year. There was also a Special Edition
version featuring special upgrades in and model years, and Deluxe models for several years.
Offered in and , the V92SC SportCruiser offered higher ground clearance, adjustable via a
simple 2-position bolt setup on the frame under the seat. It met a weaker than expected market,
and did not sell well. Offered from through , the TC featured a longer swingarm, large hard
saddlebags, a re-designed seat, and sometimes the new Freedom Engine. The relatively tall seat
height and roomy ergonomics made the bike ideal for larger riders. Later models featured
rubber mounted handlebars and revised suspension settings. Deluxe versions V92TCD were
also available with extra features popular at the time. With the deletion of the Touring Cruiser at
the end of the model year, the last of the original V92 motorcycles was retired from the lineup. In
, Victory introduced the Vegas. The Vegas was designed by Victory designer Michael Song, and
offered a totally new chassis design. The Freedom engine carried forward from the TC, but the
rest of the bike incorporated new features. The Vegas is considered part of Victory's Custom
Cruisers. The Vegas 8-Ball was powdercoated in black where the Vegas had been chromed.
Beginning with the model year, the Vegas 8-Ball received the 6 speed transmission from the
standard Vegas. First introduced in , is reminiscent of a bobber. For two options became
available. The afore mentioned paint scheme came with Judge cast alloy wheels. And a new
paint scheme of suede black with red flames appeared, keeping the wire wheels. Both versions
feature a Judge headlight, replacing the previous headlight, which many people felt looked out
of place on this style of bike. Introduced in February as a traditional "bobber" style of bike. With
more muscle, cubic inches pound for pound the " Victory Gunner " leads the competition in the
latest lineup of Cruiser style motorcycles currently on the market. Following on the success of
the Vegas, the Kingpin was released in Victory took advantage of the greater tuning capacity of
cartridge forks, and revised both front and rear spring rates and damping to improve ride

quality. The Kingpin Deluxe added luxury items to attract riders looking for more comfort. For
the Kingpin Tour was added, which was a Deluxe outfitted with an integrated tour pack or trunk.
The Kingpin Tour was added when the Touring Cruiser was dropped. The Kingpin is considered
part of Victory's Custom Cruisers. The Kingpin 8-Ball is based upon the Kingpin platform, and
like the Vegas 8-Ball is black, with black highlights in place of the chrome highlights of the
standard Kingpin Model. It is considered to be a "blank canvas" and thus is popular with
motorcycle customizers. In , Victory released the Hammer 8-ball. With a lowered seat and
smaller engine the bike is marketed as a cheaper and less loaded alternative to the Hammer and
the Hammer S. It was one of the few bikes in Victory's lineup that remained a 5-speed. Debuting
in , the Jackpot is, in Victory's own words, an "extreme custom. It is designed to be Victory's
top-of-the-line custom. Motorcycle customizer Arlen Ness and his son Cory Ness teamed with
Victory in to create a limited-edition model based on the Vegas. The bikes they developed used
many Ness aftermarket billet aluminum accessories, custom paint schemes and their signatures
on the side panels. In , they added the Kingpin to the lineup. In , the Jackpot was the basis for
the Ness Signature Series. It featured many chrome accessories, a custom seat built by Danny
Gray, custom billet aluminum wheels, and the signatures of Arlen and Cory Ness on the side
panels. For , the Ness Signature Series is based on the Jackpot. The styling featured swept
back cowls with matching cargo covers with a flame or fluorescent paint scheme, that left old,
stodgy cruiser riders aghast, riding with the "cruiser face" [21] usually found on Harley riders.
Introduced in February as an addition to the lineup, the Vision is a touring configuration. It
comes in two versions, the Street, which includes a full fairing and hard saddlebags; and the
Tour, which also has a hard trunk. The Vision offers a low seat height and a wide range of
luxury electronics. New for , the Victory Cross Country Motorcycle is a hard-bagger cruiser with
a handlebar mounted fairing. It has a Freedom V-Twin Engine, 21 gallons of cargo capacity, 4.
The Victory Cross Roads motorcycle, also new for , shares the most horsepower and cargo
capacity in its class with the Cross Country. Its cubic-inch Freedom V-Twin Engine and 21
gallons of cargo capacity, cruiser styling, comfortable seating, a wind-blocking windshield were designed to give the rider "an appetite for the open road. New for , the Victory Judge
Motorcycle is sport cruiser with a cubic-inch Freedom V-Twin Engine, muscle car inspired
styling and mid mounted controls. The Octane is a completely new Victory design that was said
to be inspired from Project Pikes Peak racer. Spare parts for this bike are available for the next
10 years as per advised by local dealers and Polaris. Approximately Octane bikes were
produced and shipped worldwide. The bikes are basically the same as their counterparts but
generally come with fewer add-ons. In Victory marketing manager Josh Kurcinka announced a
contest in which ten people won a lease on one of the two new Victory touring bikes: Cross
Country or Cross Roads. The entrants had submitted a second video explaining why they
deserved a lease on a new bike and what they had planned for the summer. Contestants were
asked to outline four different and do-able road trips. Victory judged the entries based on
plausibility of trips, content and originality. Beginning in May , winning riders began taking a
series of road trips each month through August from two to five days each. Riders documented
their experiences through blogs, videos and photos sharing both their reviews of the bikes and
the sites they visit along the way. The Victory Motorcycle Club is an independent, not-for-profit
group of Victory motorcycle owners and enthusiasts that began in as a Yahoo online chat site
by several owners of Victory Motorcycles. The club has grown from a small group of
enthusiasts to an international club with more than 2, paid members and 11, guests in the
United States, Canada, Great Britain and Germany. On 9 January , parent company Polaris
Industries issued a press release [36] announcing that they would immediately begin winding
down operations of Victory Motorcycles due to struggles in establishing market share and
limited profitability. The brand itself would also be discontinued. Dealers were to liquidate
inventories, while spare parts would be made available for ten years. Dealers were to continue
offering service and warranty coverage to owners. With Victory, Polaris objectively created high
quality, American-made cruisers, baggers and touring bikes. However, subjectively, Victory
could not capture the legacy and emotion Harley-Davidson enjoys from its owners. Polaris
solved this problem by purchasing and reviving the Indian Motorcycle brand in Once it became
clear that Indian could better compete with Harley-Davidson on an emotional level, Polaris
decided its production capacity and resources would be better devoted to its Indian brand.
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Defense. And what does one do with so much in his bank account? Have a garage full of exotic
machines. That is exactly what Paul has. A Texas garage housing a myriad of motorcycles
including Beemers, Indians, and Harleys. After making some of the most elegant cruisers,
baggers, and tourers for 18 years, Polaris shut down operations of Victory Motorcycles back in
January last year as it struggled to keep up with the attention pulled by the Harleys and the
Indian. After making motorcycles for 18 years, Polaris shut down operations of Victory
Motorcycles back in January as it struggled to keep up with the attention pulled by the Harleys
and the Indian. But had made commitments to assist dealers with providing service and
warranty coverage for a period of 10 years. Looks like its first proof of the same commitment
has come up the surface in the form of this major recall from the NHTSA National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration which affects a swath of models from the defunct American
manufacturer that have issues with their brake line melting away. Victory Motorcycles gets the
ax from Daddy Deep-Pockets as Polaris Industries cuts back on the number of projects under
its umbrella ella ella eh eh It needs every bit of that power to compete against the other big U.
Originally introduced in , the Hammer S appeals to the cruiser crowd with that easy-going rider
triangle. With plenty of torque in the low-to-mid range, the bike is surprisingly nimble and
responsive for its size. For the size, power, black-out look and almost bare-necessity
instrumentation, you definitely get the no-nonsense "muscle" vibe. Victory is something of a
Johnny-come-lately in the American motorcycle scene since Its main competitors, Indian
Motorcycles â€” which falls under the Polaris umbrella along with Victory â€” and
Harley-Davidson , boast over years of experience each in the U. The factory usually uses its lack
of deep roots as a springboard for a more-progressive design, but the High-Ball is something of
a departure from the norm. Indian tends to embrace the past, while Victory looks to the future.
After a three-year hiatus, the Vegas base model made it onto the lineup in Sunset Red sheet
metal with a blackout drivetrain and bits of chrome while the 8-Ball version takes this Victory all
the way over to the dark side with a fully blacked-out, custom look sure to appeal to the
domestic crowd. These colors carried forward to End result: a naked cruiser that elevates
understatement to an art form. In fact, the bare-cruiser design is something of a blank canvas
for custom builders, and there are projects out from Rick Fairless and the Ness family, just to
name a few. Victory Motorcycles came up big at the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb by
winning first-in-class in two separate categories and taking second- and third-place overall.
Introduced in as an addition to the Victory touring lineup for , the Vision came in two versions:
the Vision Street, which came standard with a full fairing and hard side bags and the Vision
Tour, which included those features plus a hard trunk. Victory uses its success in the
power-cruiser sector as a springboard into the burgeoning, performance-oriented
American-made bike market. I believe Victory has found a niche, and is attempting to fill it.
Namely, it falls under the Polaris umbrella, and benefits from the deep pockets and technical
expertise that Polaris brings to the table. Well OK, the threat to Indian is more of a case of
Polaris taking some wind out of its own sails since the Indian brand also falls under their
purview, but the point remains valid; Victory is gaining momentum. In direct competition with
Harley-Davidson and other Made-in-the-USA brands in the traditional American style of a
heavier motorcycle, Victory continues to reap a share of the market. When Polaris pushed a
major expansion of production and marketing of Victory Motorcycles in , it introduced the Cross
Country as a hard-bagged cruiser with a handlebar-mounted fairing. Even at pounds, the bike
seems well balanced and is easy to handle at low speed in traffic and while cruising the parking
lot looking for an empty slot. Polaris Industries Inc. Is it a half bagger, a cruiser or a boulevard
bruiser? No one knows for sure. What I do know is the look is growing in popularity, and nearly
every major manufacturer produces bikes that fall in this sort of in-between category. Although
they both are owned by Polaris Industries Incorporated, they each retained their own identities
and own ideas about bike design, and it shows. Two individuals were taken into custody,
including a man who has had a long history of law-breaking. According to the police, the man
admitted his plan to strip the bike and sell individual parts in the market. As I expected, the
electric TT motorcycle had significant damage to its bodywork upon recovery, including the
loss of the rear wheel. But other than that, it remained largely complete, drawing a huge sigh of

relief from Victory Motorcycles. Now that the bike is back in the hands of its rightful owner,
expect Victory to take up the task of rebuilding it back to the machine that Lee Johnston rode to
claim third place in the recent Isle of Man Zero TT Challenge. Hopefully, it stays with Victory for
the foreseeable future, or at least until the company decides to willingly part with it, be it as a
sale or at an auction. None of us need another episode like this for the time being. Rider Lee
Johnston finished that race in third place, turning in a good performance for himself and Victory
Motorcycles. Local police officials are spearheading the investigation and recovery efforts of
the stolen machine. That said, investigators are also seeking assistance from the public.
Requests for information have been posted on various media and social media channels.
Anybody who may have anything relevant to help find the stolen machine is being encouraged
to contact Bill May of the Talent, OR police department at and refer to case The bike started out
great, qualifying fourth out of 60 entries. More importantly, it qualified at the top of its class,
somewhat justifying all the work Victory Motorcycles and Roland Sands Design put into the
development of the bike. Pikes Peak veteran rider Don Canet followed that up by posting the
second-fastest time of the day in section one of the track. When it was running smoothly,
Project was blisteringly fast as it also posted the fifth fastest split time in the third section of the
track. But like most bikes that are still in the early stages of their development, Project also
showed that it still had a long way to go before it can really challenge some of the incumbents
in its class. So instead of trying to tinker with the bike to make some subtle adjustments, the
company is now going all out with its plan of not only winning its class at Pikes Peak, but
posting the overall lowest time in the motorcycle category. Since its first production model
rolled off the line on the fourth of July in , Victory Motorcycles has been roaring forward,
establishing itself as a premier American manufacturer. To meet demand for the increasing
popularity of baggers â€” and with Nobody said riding up the Pikes Peak course was going to
be easy. Victory Motorcycles found that out the hard way when its much ballyhooed Project
suffered a crash during one of the practice sessions in preparation for the Pikes Peak
International Hill Climb on June 28, Swiss endurance rider Urs Pedraita is planning to do
something only a handful of people in history have ever done. The objective of the
record-breaking attempt is to complete the 62,mile trip in under days. Not to sound like a cynic
here, but that sounds like an immensely tall order, even for someone who is supposedly as
well-trained as Pedraita. Pedraita is getting a little help as his Victory Cross Country has been
modified to a certain degree to handle the requirements of this incredible record-breaking
attempt. The record attempt is scheduled to begin in February and will start and end in Zurich. If
he somehow manages to beat the record, we should expect to see him back in Switzerland
sometime around May Victory Motorcycles has officially pulled the covers off of the Project race
bike, revealing what many of us have already believed from the very beginning. Project is a real
work of art, meticulously built from the ground up by Victory and Roland Sands Design. In any
case, the latest reveal shows Project in all its physical glory. From what I can see, the hype
surrounding the bike has been more than justified. The absence of a lot of aesthetic
components lends itself to the belief that the bike is lighter than most bikes Victory has in its
lineup these days. Every other component of the bike, particularly the tubular frame, the engine,
and the three radiator units can be clearly seen, even at first glance. Overall, Project still looks
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production of its vehicles in , and began winding down operations in January Its parent
company, Polaris Industries , created Victory following the modern success of Harley-Davidson.
Victory's motorcycles were designed to compete directly with Harley-Davidson and similar
American-style motorcycle brands, with V-twin engines and touring , sport-touring , and cruiser

configurations. The first Victory, the V92C, was announced in and began selling in Victory was
profitable for a number of years beginning in but failed to turn a profit three of its last five years.
Polaris also manufactures ATVs , side-by-side off-road vehicles, electric vehicles and, until ,
personal watercraft. Seeking to diversify its product line, and observing the sales enjoyed by
Harley-Davidson and similar manufacturers, the company decided to produce a large
motorcycle built entirely in the United States. Victory vehicles follow the traditional American
style of a heavier motorcycle that increasingly became associated with the Harley-Davidson
brand in economically advanced nations after the Second World War, rather than more modern
racing-inspired designs. Polaris began its research and development of manufacturing a
motorcycle in the early s. They completed extensive research that included testing numerous
different makes and models of motorcycles. This research provided them with guidance ranging
from comfort to braking ability, which became the framework to design a motorcycle that
combined the best of each research criteria. Polaris was on a mission to create an
American-made, cruiser-style motorcycle. Victory's debut cruiser model, V92C, had a 92
cubic-inch 1, cc counterbalanced, fuel-injected V-twin motor. In its debut in , the V92C became
the largest displacement engine offered in the cruiser market. The new Victory motorcycle was
unique in its appearance. The fenders and tank profile mimicked the retro-look of sweeping
lines from s-era cars. In , Polaris engaged in a major expansion of production and marketing of
the motorcycle. In Polaris bought the Indian Motorcycle brand. Production began starting on 4
July for the model that was the first official model year. Victory engines debuted with five-speed
transmissions later six , single overhead cams, dual connecting rods, hydraulic lifters, and fuel
injection; most fuel-injection components are standard GM parts. The V92C engine was
designed to be easily tuned by the owner. This is intended to minimize risk of low-oil damage,
but also makes it dimensionally larger than other motorcycle engines, such as Harley-Davidson,
which carry the oil in an external tank. The Victory engine is air-cooled, and also circulates
crankcase oil through a cooler mounted between the front frame downtubes. A section of the
rear swingarm can be removed to change the drive belt or the rear wheel. The motorcycle's
designers had approached several European manufacturers, particularly Cosworth , about
designing and producing the engine, but ultimately decided to design and build it in Osceola,
Wisconsin. Several variations on engine-frame geometry were tried until the best configuration
was found, with the crankshaft geometrically aligned with the axles, a concept that had been
standard practice for the past years. In , the Freedom Engine was introduced. It had the same
dimensions as the old engine but higher power output, and with rounded cylinders and smaller
oil cooler it was much more attractive visually. The V92C became known as the Classic Cruiser,
and was phased out of the model lineup after the model year. There was also a Special Edition
version featuring special upgrades in and model years, and Deluxe models for several years.
Offered in and , the V92SC SportCruiser offered higher ground clearance, adjustable via a
simple 2-position bolt setup on the frame under the seat. It met a weaker than expected market,
and did not sell well. Offered from through , the TC featured a longer swingarm, large hard
saddlebags, a re-designed seat, and sometimes the new Freedom Engine. The relatively tall seat
height and roomy ergonomics made the bike ideal for larger riders. Later models featured
rubber mounted handlebars and revised suspension settings. Deluxe versions V92TCD were
also available with extra features popular at the time. With the deletion of the Touring Cruiser at
the end of the model year, the last of the original V92 motorcycles was retired from the lineup. In
, Victory introduced the Vegas. The Vegas was designed by Victory designer Michael Song, and
offered a totally new chassis design. The Freedom engine carried forward from the TC, but the
rest of the bike incorporated new features. The Vegas is considered part of Victory's Custom
Cruisers. The Vegas 8-Ball was powdercoated in black where the Vegas had been chromed.
Beginning with the model year, the Vegas 8-Ball received the 6 speed transmission from the
standard Vegas. First introduced in , is reminiscent of a bobber. For two options became
available. The afore mentioned paint scheme came with Judge cast alloy wheels. And a new
paint scheme of suede black with red flames appeared, keeping the wire wheels. Both versions
feature a Judge headlight, replacing the previous headlight, which many people felt looked out
of place on this style of bike. Introduced in February as a traditional "bobber" style of bike. With
more muscle, cubic inches pound for pound the " Victory Gunner " leads the competition in the
latest lineup of Cruiser style motorcycles currently on the market. Following on the success of
the Vegas, the Kingpin was released in Victory took advantage of the greater tuning capacity of
cartridge forks, and revised both front and rear spring rates and damping to improve ride
quality. The Kingpin Deluxe added luxury items to attract riders looking for more comfort. For
the Kingpin Tour was added, which was a Deluxe outfitted with an integrated tour pack or trunk.
The Kingpin Tour was added when the Touring Cruiser was dropped. The Kingpin is considered
part of Victory's Custom Cruisers. The Kingpin 8-Ball is based upon the Kingpin platform, and

like the Vegas 8-Ball is black, with black highlights in place of the chrome highlights of the
standard Kingpin Model. It is considered to be a "blank canvas" and thus is popular with
motorcycle customizers. In , Victory released the Hammer 8-ball. With a lowered seat and
smaller engine the bike is marketed as a cheaper and less loaded alternative to the Hammer and
the Hammer S. It was one of the few bikes in Victory's lineup that remained a 5-speed. Debuting
in , the Jackpot is, in Victory's own words, an "extreme custom. It is designed to be Victory's
top-of-the-line custom. Motorcycle customizer Arlen Ness and his son Cory Ness teamed with
Victory in to create a limited-edition model based on the Vegas. The bikes they developed used
many Ness aftermarket billet aluminum accessories, custom paint schemes and their signatures
on the side panels. In , they added the Kingpin to the lineup. In , the Jackpot was the basis for
the Ness Signature Series. It featured many chrome accessories, a custom seat built by Danny
Gray, custom billet aluminum wheels, and the signatures of Arlen and Cory Ness on the side
panels. For , the Ness Signature Series is based on the Jackpot. The styling featured swept
back cowls with matching cargo covers with a flame or fluorescent paint scheme, that left old,
stodgy cruiser riders aghast, riding with the "cruiser face" [21] usually found on Harley riders.
Introduced in February as an addition to the lineup, the Vision is a touring configuration. It
comes in two versions, the Street, which includes a full fairing and hard saddlebags; and the
Tour, which also has a hard trunk. The Vision offers a low seat height and a wide range of
luxury electronics. New for , the Victory Cross Country Motorcycle is a hard-bagger cruiser with
a handlebar mounted fairing. It has a Freedom V-Twin Engine, 21 gallons of cargo capacity, 4.
The Victory Cross Roads motorcycle, also new for , shares the most horsepower and cargo
capacity in its class with the Cross Country. Its cubic-inch Freedom V-Twin Engine and 21
gallons of cargo capacity, cruiser styling, comfortable seating, a wind-blocking windshield were designed to give the rider "an appetite for the open road. New for , the Victory Judge
Motorcycle is sport cruiser with a cubic-inch Freedom V-Twin Engine, muscle car inspired
styling and mid mounted controls. The Octane is a completely new Victory design that was said
to be inspired from Project Pikes Peak racer. Spare parts for this bike are available for the next
10 years as per advised by local dealers and Polaris. Approximately Octane bikes were
produced and shipped worldwide. The bikes are basically the same as their counterparts but
generally come with fewer add-ons. In Victory marketing manager Josh Kurcinka announced a
contest in which ten people won a lease on one of the two new Victory touring bikes: Cross
Country or Cross Roads. The entrants had submitted a second video explaining why they
deserved a lease on a new bike and what they had planned for the summer. Contestants were
asked to outline four different and do-able road trips. Victory judged the entries based on
plausibility of trips, content and originality. Beginning in May , winning riders began taking a
series of road trips each month through August from two to five days each. Riders documented
their experiences through blogs, videos and photos sharing both their reviews of the bikes and
the sites they visit along the way. The Victory Motorcycle Club is an independent, not-for-profit
group of Victory motorcycle owners and enthusiasts that began in as a Yahoo online chat site
by several owners of Victory Motorcycles. The club has grown from a small group of
enthusiasts to an international club with more than 2, paid members and 11, guests in the
United States, Canada, Great Britain and Germany. On 9 January , parent company Polaris
Industries issued a press release [36] announcing that they would immediately begin winding
down operations of Victory Motorcycles due to struggles in establishing market share and
limited profitability. The brand itself would also be discontinued. Dealers were to liquidate
inventories, while spare parts would be made available for ten years. Dealers were to continue
offering service and warranty coverage to owners. With Victory, Polaris objectively created high
quality, American-made cruisers, baggers and touring bikes. However, subjectively, Victory
could not capture the legacy and emotion Harley-Davidson enjoys from its owners. Polaris
solved this problem by purchasing and reviving the Indian Motorcycle brand in Once it became
clear that Indian could better compete with Harley-Davidson on an emotional level, Polaris
decided its production capacity and resources would be better devoted to its Indian brand.
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Defense. It began in , when the American concern Polaris , specializing in snowmobiles and
ATVs, among others, decided to start producing motorcycles for which this brand was invented.
Despite this, Polaris continued to invest in the development of new models and the refinement
of old ones, to eliminate shortcomings and improve its devices, so little by little the demand
began to appear. And in , the whole world boomed a loud premiere of new tourists Vision Street
and Vision Tour , with a bright bio-design, dimensions, and characteristics that allow you to
compete with the most significant representatives of the tourism segment. These models, along
with cruisers, could well have developed further, but the purchase of the Indian brand by Polaris
made me concentrate on it, because, all things being equal, the buyer will choose a label with
more than years of history. However, Polaris is not going to bury Victory , judging by recent
statements, it will develop in parallel with Indian , producing modern models, while the Indian
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of Victor y motorcycles is perhaps one of the shortest. All rights reserved. Victory Motorcycles
isn't a stand-alone company, being only a subsidiary of Polaris Industries, a firm based in
Minnesota which produced snowmobiles, ATVs and watercrafts. There's not much to say about
Victory because the first motorcycle was manufactured in and released one year later but the
company didn't record too high sales. It's interesting to note that Polaris founded Victory
Motorcycles as a result of Harley Davidson's popularity, the motorcycle manufacturer which
recorded impressive sales over the years. However, Victory was not even close to Harley
because the company has only become profitable in The V92C is a motorcycle introduced in by
Al Unser, a famous American racing driver who won the Indianapolis mile race for no less than
four times. The bike came with a cc engine and with a five-speed gearbox, hydraulic lifters and
fuel injection. What's interesting is that most parts of the motorcycle were produced in
Minnesota, at the Polaris Industries factory, with a single exception: the brakes, which were
provided by Brembo. However, there were lots of people who said that V92C isn't nothing
different from an ordinary bike because most of its parts, including the engine, could be found
on several other motorcycles. Moreover, there were multiple bikes manufactured by the
competitors that could prove to be better and available at lower prices. In a move meant to bring
a different taste to the V92C motorcycle, Victory rolled out the V92SC SportCruise, a bike which
was only kept in production for two years, in and However, the bike didn't bring too high sales
and recorded a moderate success, lower than the company's expectations. One of the latest
addition to the Victory's motorcycle line is the Vision, a sport touring motorcycle which comes
with multiple exclusivist components. The Vision is available in two flavors, namely the Street
and the Tour, each of them being equipped with unique elements. Victory Motorcycles have
been around for over 20 years. Even though the last plant closed down last year, there are still a
number of these great bikes around. You might consider the brand something of a throwback to
a time when having complete freedom on the road was more appreciated than it is in modern
society. Even though riding a great motorcycle might not be as prevalent now as it once was,
there are still plenty of people that find it to be a near-perfect activity. Below are 20 of the more
interesting tidbits. The very first Victory motorcycle was completed in and went into serious
production one year later. The funny thing is that a lot of people actually think that the company
was producing motorcycles far earlier than they really were. For some reason, almost everyone
has the tendency to think that they were in production for decades before anyone even thought
of the idea to create a motorcycle company. There are essentially two reasons for this. In
addition, the company eventually purchased another popular motorcycle brand that has been in
business since before World War II. As a result, people often think that this is one company in
the same, when in reality it is very different. Most people are surprised to learn that Victory was
not really a company in and of itself. Instead, it was what amounts to another division of the
Polaris company, the same one that is so famous for making four wheelers and other all-terrain
vehicles. Back when the company made the decision to produce motorcycles, they decided
almost immediately that they did not want to produce them under the Polaris name, as they
thought it would be a marketing mistake. Therefore, they made the decision to name their
particular division Victory and market it as if it were its own company. The entire reason this
company was formed was to allow Polaris to compete for business with Harley Davidson
motorcycles. The company truly believed that if they produced the right type of product, they

could steal away many of the customers that Harley Davidson already had and bring them over
to their company, thereby giving them the opportunity to make more money in a division they
had not previously been involved in. It all comes down to a matter of finding a way to make as
much money as possible. The company felt that the best way to do this was to start marketing
something they had never been involved with before, as they basically had the market cornered
when it comes to the types of vehicles they are best known for. This one was no exception. As a
matter of fact, it was in business a full four years before it started making any money. However,
Polaris had committed to making and they stuck it out until they started seeing results. While
many standalone companies would not have been able to stay in business for that long without
turning a profit, this one could manage because of its parent company, Polaris. Otherwise, the
Victory motorcycle might have died off long before it really ever got off the ground. Instead, the
company got its start making snowmobiles, something they still produce today. Most people
that live in the southern-most states think that Polaris only makes four wheelers and similar
vehicles because they obviously have no need for a snowmobile. With that being said, the
company has dominated the snowmobile market for a number of decades and they continue to
do so. There is absolutely no indication that the company is losing its grip when it comes to
either snowmobiles or four wheelers. Even though the company was interested in creating its
own motorcycles, it wanted to be sure that it was doing it right. As a result, they hired people
within the company to investigate the motorcycle industry for almost a decade before they
made the decision to start producing their own. Most of the other motorcycles the company
focused on involved those made by Harley-Davidson. The company had been extremely
interested in forming a branch dedicated to motorcycle production for quite a long time but they
were meticulous when it came to doing their research. They wanted to know what the public
wanted and then mimic those qualities in their own motorcycles. In reality, Victory wanted to
create motorcycles that were essentially the same as the Harley Davidson models. Since those
particular motorcycles have a tendency to be much heavier than motorcycles made by other
companies, the ones made by Victory were equally as heavy. While there are plenty of differing
opinions about whether or not a heavy bike is the best kind to have, there are a number of
people that do prefer them. That is essentially what Harley Davidson is all about and it always
has been. Since the company wanted to create a bike that would be similar yet superior, it only
makes sense that the overwhelming majority of the bikes produced by Victory would be on the
heavy side. At the time that the first production model was released for sale, it had the largest
engine of any motorcycle made in the United States. Whether or not that engine produced the
greatest amount of horsepower might be debatable, but no one could argue the fact that as far
as displacement goes, there was not a larger engine on any type of motorcycle to be found
throughout the country. This alone interested people that loved to ride motorcycles. The
company wanted to create a memorable design so they mimicked the more popular automobiles
of the s and s in order to create a unique looking bike that could perform as well as it looked.
Ideally, the company wanted to copy the designs of the fenders that existed on classic
automobiles and then incorporate those designs into the exterior of the bike. This was certainly
no small task, to be sure. However, it was one the company handled extremely well. Marketing
is always a big deal for any company. The key is to find something that sets that particular
company apart from all of the competition. Victory decided to handle this dilemma by creating a
contest that required people to send in a video detailing why they should win a particular
motorcycle made by the company. The marketing campaign was a huge success, allowed two
people to win motorcycles, and gave the company what amounted to a lot of free advertising
that could be used for years to come. Even though there was basically nothing wrong with the
Victory motorcycles, the company stopped seeing a profit in That means that throughout its
slightly more than 20 years of operation, it was only turning a profit for about 13 of those years.
When the company finally decided to cease all operations, it had not made a profit in three
years. This was the birthplace of the Victory motorcycle, so it only seems fitting that it was also
the last operational plant before the company officially went out of business in This was no
accident, as the company chose to end things just as they had begun. A full six years before
Victory went out of business, Polaris apparently noticed that something was not going quite the
way they had hoped. As such, they began investigating what it would take to purchase Indian
motorcycles and revive that particular brand as a more successful competitor against Harley
Davidson. Once they discovered that this was indeed a possibility they made the decision to
move forward with it. This undoubtedly played a large part in the decision to stop production at
Victory. You might say that they decided the Indian Motorcycle name would carry them further,
so they decided to stop production on their own company. As far as the motorcycles
themselves are concerned, the Victory in the Indian companies were making virtually the same
thing. The difference is that Indian Motorcycles had been in business since the s and held a

very sentimental spot with many individuals. In fact, it seems to be even more important now
that the company is no longer producing new motorcycles. The fact that there are slightly more
than chapters dedicated to Victory motorcycles attests to the fact that these bikes did indeed
reach a large number of individuals. These motorcycles are not just owned and operated in the
United States. The initial idea was to create something that could easily compete with Harley
Davidson, a company known for producing quality machines. As such, quality was always a
major factor at Victory and it was never taken for granted. Therefore, many of the earliest bikes
that were produced by the company are still on the road today. The bikes are known for having
engines that are perfectly capable of taking them to the highest levels of performance. As a
result, people that test drive them usually fall in love with them almost immediately. While the
original goal was to produce something almost exactly like Harley Davidson, there ended up
being several different versions of bikes that were ultimately produced for sale. Garrett by trade
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